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Abstract
Expanding on MacKay (1992), we argue that
conventional model-based methods for active
learning—like BALD—have a fundamental
shortfall: they fail to directly account for the testtime distribution of the input variables. This can
lead to pathologies in the acquisition strategy,
as what is maximally informative for model
parameters may not be maximally informative
for prediction: for example, when the data in
the pool set is more disperse than that of the
final prediction task, or when the distribution
of pool and test samples differs. To correct
this, we revisit an acquisition strategy that is
based on maximizing the expected information
gained about possible future predictions, referring
to this as the Expected Predictive Information
Gain (EPIG). As EPIG does not scale well
for batch acquisition, we further examine an
alternative strategy, a hybrid between BALD and
EPIG, which we call Joint Expected Predictive
Information Gain (JEPIG). We consider using
both for active learning with Bayesian neural
networks on a variety of datasets, examining the
behavior under distribution shift in the pool set.

1. Introduction
Active learning provides a mechanism for effective training
of machine learning models in settings where unlabelled
data is plentiful but labelling is expensive (Atlas et al., 1990;
Settles, 2009). It does so by carefully selecting which
data points to acquire labels for, using information from
previously acquired data to establish the points whose labels
will be most informative for training. This is most often
done in a pool-based setting, wherein we start with a large
reservoir of unlabelled data points, known as the pool set
D pool , from which we sequentially choose points to label,
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after which they are removed from D pool and added to the
training dataset D train together with their acquired label.
The mechanism by which we choose points to label is known
as an acquisition strategy and most commonly corresponds
to choosing the data point which maximizes a prespecified
acquisition function that reflects the utility of acquiring a
label for that point. Strategies for constructing such an
acquisition function can be based on principled informationtheoretic considerations that allow formalizing the notion of
the information that will be gained for labelling any given
point. These approaches usually require a probabilistic
model p(y | x, ω) for label y given input x, where ω
represents a realization of stochastic model parameters Ω; a
particularly common choice of model is a Bayesian neural
network, wherein Ω represents the weights and biases.
Most notably, for Ω as a random variable with distribution
given previous data p(ω | D train ), we can define the expected
information gain (EIG) for Ω under p(y | x, ω) (Lindley,
1956; Chaloner and Verdinelli, 1995),

EIG(x) := Ep(y|x,Dtrain ) H(p(Ω | D train ))
 (1)
− H(p(Ω | y, x, D train )) ,
which is the expected reduction in entropy
in Ω from observing
the label of x, where
R
p(y | x, D train ) = p(y | x, ω) p(ω | D train )dω
is the
marginal predictive distribution of the model. The EIG is
also equal to the conditional mutual information between
the parameters and the label, I[Ω; Y | x, D train ], and is
often referred to as BALD (Bayesian Active Learning by
Disagreement) (Houlsby et al., 2011) when used with
Bayesian neural networks (Neal, 1995) in the machine
learning literature.
In this work, we highlight in §3 that this framework can
be sub-optimal when the goal is to learn a model with the
best predictive performance (Roy and McCallum, 2001).
Namely, in a machine learning context where we often care
about predictions more than the parameter distribution, Ω is
not actually what we care about: it is merely a stepping
stone to the predictions we will later make, with these
(hypothetical) predictions being the ultimate quantity of
interest. This distinction can be surprisingly important:
accurate prediction may not correspond to the most accurate
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knowledge of the model parameters themselves, particularly
given the imperfections of commonly used models.
For example, in non-parametric settings it is possible to gain
an infinite amount of information without learning anything
about how to predict Y | x effectively in a region of interest
if none of our training data are close by. More generally,
different information about the model parameters may not
be equal in regards to how it enables effective prediction for
a particular test-time distribution over possible inputs x.
This is not a hypothetical setting. We may have data from
different sources of varying fidelity and relevance to our
problem. Indeed, if we have a large unlabelled dataset
generated by scraping the internet, for example, we might
have a significant degree of variation in how closely related
individual data points are to the task we actually care about.
In an extreme case, the test-time distribution might consist
of samples that cannot be directly labeled. This might apply
in, for example, protein folding, where complex human
proteins might make up the test-time distribution of interest,
while the pool set contains simpler proteins which could
be more easily crystallized and their three-dimensional
structure learnt.
To address this issue, we will strip Bayesian active
learning back to its Bayesian experimental design
foundations (Lindley, 1956) and revisit in §4.1 how we can
reformulate acquisition functions in terms of the information
gained about the potential predictions themselves (MacKay,
1992). This is achieved by considering the prediction, Y eval ,
at an arbitrary test input point X eval as our quantity of
interest, then marginalizing out over different possible test
inputs X eval . This leads to an acquisition function that
we refer to as the Expected Predictive Information Gain
(EPIG) to stress that we care about the predictions unlike
the regular EIG. EPIG can also be viewed as an EIG of
its own, but where the quantity we wish to learn about is
Y eval (instead of Ω). It was originally introduced as Mean
Marginal Information Gain by MacKay (1992). A high-level
demonstration of its behavior is given in Figure 1.
Unfortunately, EPIG can be quite expensive to estimate
accurately, and thus optimize, in practice: while BALD
can be estimated via a conventional Monte Carlo estimator
for classification (but not regression) problems, EPIG is
always doubly intractable and therefore requires the use of
expensive nested Monte Carlo estimators (Rainforth et al.,
2018) or other strategies for nested estimation (Foster et al.,
2019). This can be particularly problematic in the batch
acquisition setting, for which acquisition costs are already
raised (Kirsch et al., 2019).
To account for this, we also examine an alternative test
distribution–aware acquisition function called the Joint
Expected Predictive Information Gain (JEPIG). Like BALD,

EPIG
BALD
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Test Distribution
Prediction
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Figure 1. High-level demonstration of the difference in the
acquisition functions for Expected Information Gain (BALD) and
Expected Predictive Information Gain (EPIG). Here we consider a
simple 1D regression task with a Gaussian process model, larger
values of the acquisition function indicate it prefers acquiring at
that point. We see that while BALD is predominantly concerned
with labeling inputs far away from the data it has already seen,
EPIG also takes into account the need to sample in higher density
regions of the test distribution.

JEPIG is still based around targeting information gain in
the model parameters, but it discounts information that is
not relevant to prediction on a given set of test samples.
Specifically, it removes from BALD any information that
will remain unknown after we have acquired the labels for
this given test set, on the basis that this information would
not be helpful for prediction. MacKay (1992) referred to it
as Joint Information Gain and prematurely dismissed it as
it can be equivalent to BALD in certain cases that we will
discuss in §4.2. Its key distinction to EPIG is that it allows
us to introduce an approximation strategy that can reduce
the cost of its optimization in the batch setting, increasing
its practicality.
Finally, we discuss possible limitations of our approach in
§5, detail related work in §6, and present first results of an
empirical evaluations using approxmiate BNNs in active
learing in §7.
To summarize, our key contributions are as follows:
• we highlight the failure of conventional model–based
active learning schemes to account for the test–time
input distribution and subsequent issues this can cause;
• we examine EPIG as an acquisition function that is
explicitly geared to gaining information about test–
time prediction;
• we examine JEPIG as an alternative test-time input
distribution–aware strategy that allows for cheaper
acquisition of labels and thus practical application to
batch settings.
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2. Background
Throughout this paper, we follow the practical notation for
information-theoretic quantities from Kirsch and Gal (2021)
but also expand terms fully for clarity.
Model Setup. We treat the model parameters as a
random variable Ω with prior distribution p(ω). We
denote the training set D train = {(xtrain
, yitrain )}1,...,i∈|Dtrain | ,
i
train
where {xi }i∈{1,...,|Dtrain |} are the input samples and
{yitrain }i∈{1,...,|Dtrain |} the labels or targets. The probabilistic
model is p(y, ω|x) = p(y | x, ω) p(ω), where y are
outcomes of the random variable Y denoting the label
for input x. Note here that the inputs are not treated as
random variables in the model: we are focused on the typical
active learning setting of purely discriminative, supervised,
models.
To include multiple labels and inputs, we assume an
exchangeable model and expand the model to joints
of random variables {yi }i∈I for given inputs {xi }i∈I
obtaining
Y
p({yi }i , ω | {xi }i ) =
p(yi | xi , ω) p(ω).
i∈I

The posterior parameter distribution p(ω | D train ) is
determined via Bayesian inference. We obtain p(ω | D train )
using Bayes’ theorem:
p(ω | D train ) ∝ p({yitrain }i | {xtrain
}i , ω) p(ω).
i
which allows for predictions by marginalizing over Ω:
p(y | x, D train ) = Ep(ω|Dtrain ) p(y | x, ω).
Bayesian Active Learning. In pool-based active learning
(Settles, 2009), we repeatedly select samples {xacq
i }i from
pool
pool
an unlabelled pool set D
= {xi }i∈{1,...,|Dpool |} and
ask an oracle for labels. We then add those newly
labelled samples to the training set D train , retrain the model
p(ω | D train ). We repeat this process until the model satisfies
our performance requirements. Generally, samples are
acquired in batches to avoid retraining the model all the
time. However, we initially focus on individual acquisition
using an acquisition function a(x, p(ω | D train )):
xacq = arg max a(x, p(ω | D train )).
x

As explained in the introduction BALD was introduced as a
one-sample acquisition function of the expected information
gain between the prediction Y acq for an input xacq and the
stochastic model parameters Ω. Rewriting eq. (1) in our
notation for Bayesian active learning, we get
aBALD (xacq , p(ω | D train )) := I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , D train ], (2)
where we implicitly marginalize over the parameters Ω.

3. Shortfalls with BALD: The Need to Make
Acquisition Test-Time Distribution–Aware
In this work we highlight, and look to address, a shortfall of
BALD in this supervised discriminative learning context: it
fails to account for the test–time distribution of the inputs
x. In fact, BALD does not consider the inputs as a random
variable at all: aBALD is a function of the input and the pool
set represents only a finite set of points we wish to optimize
this function over.
In some circumstances, this can be advantageous. For
example, Farquhar et al. (2021) showed that much of
the practical success of active learning stems not from
improving training per se, but from implicitly biasing
towards models which tend to have better generalization
properties than those trained by empirical risk minimization.
However, this will not always be the case: there is always, at
least implicitly, some test-time distribution over the inputs
that we care about making predictions for. If we fail to
take this into account, there is no guarantee that the learned
model will be well-suited to the prediction task we actually
care about: the entropy of the posterior over our model
parameters need not be representative of our predictive
uncertainty for a particular test-time input distribution.
When we have data from different sources of varying fidelity
and relevance to our problem, or the test-time distribution
cannot be labelled at all—as described in §1—we may be
unsure upfront which data might be most useful so want
to use a generic model and allow access to the whole pool
set, but here BALD is likely to choose samples that are not
sufficiently focused on the task at hand. Since it does not
take into account any notion of a test-time distribution over
x, it is unlikely to focus on the region of interest in the
manner we desire. In fact, it can have a tendency to pick out
‘unusual’ samples, which is likely to be counterproductive
in this context (Karamcheti et al., 2021).
This particular scenario is analogous to a train-test
distribution shift in conventional machine learning settings.
However, the problems with BALD are more deep rooted
than this as it does not even have a notion of a pool set
distribution in the first place. Thus we need not have a
‘distribution shift,’ just a test-time input distribution that is
important to take account of.
This is perhaps most easily seen by considering what
happens when we increase the size of the pool set. Adding
samples to the pool will typically increase, and cannot
decrease, its diversity and, in particular, the number of
unrepresentative and extreme samples it contains. BALD
has a tendency to actively pick these samples—as they
often have high uncertainty due to being far from other
points in the data—and is therefore liable to suffer from
diminishing performance as the representative samples
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required for prediction become rarer in the acquired data.
This problem can become even more pronounced if the
pool set contains outliers, with the total number of outliers
naturally increasing as the pool set is enlarged.

Expected Reduction in Generalization Loss

To give a more concrete demonstration for this surprising
behavior that larger pool sets can actually harm the
performance of BALD, consider the scenario shown in
Figure 1. Here we see that the BALD scores increase
away from the already selected training data and ignore
the test-time distribution; the true optima of the BALD
objective for x ∈ R actually occurs at x = ±∞. If we now
assume that samples from the pool are drawn independently
from some unbounded underlying distribution ppool (x), then
increasing the size of the pool set will lead to BALD
choosing points further and further from our actual region
of interest, potentially significantly degrading performance.

I[Y eval ; Y acq | X eval , xacq , D train ] =

Another important failure mode of BALD can occur when
our model is significantly overparameterized. For example,
we might have a non-parametric model where the points
acquired will be used directly in the predictions and so
it is essential to enforce a congruence between the two.
We might also have a parametric model where different
parameters have different degrees of influence on predictive
capabilities. For example, we may have a hierarchical model
where the hyperparameters are of particular importance,
or we might have nuisance parameters that will be of
limited help for prediction. In summary, BALD can lead
to undesirable behavior whenever the joint entropy of
the parameters of the model is not a sufficiently accurate
measure of predictive capability.

4. Method
Here, we revisit the Expected Predictive Information Gain
(EPIG) acquisition function for individual acquisition,
provide intuitions, and show how it can be computed. EPIG
was originally introduced as the Mean Marginal Information
Gain in MacKay (1992), and we also examine its connection
to the expected error reduction acquisition function in nonBayesian active learning introduced in Roy and McCallum
(2001). We consider the batch acquisition setting in the next
section, in which we introduce JEPIG as an alternative to
EPIG.
4.1. Expected Predicted Information Gain
Evaluation Samples. To be able to gain knowledge about
the test distribution, we assume that we have access to the
unlabelled test distribution, that is we can draw unlabelled
evaluation samples xeval ∼ ptest (xeval ). Similar to other
unlabeled samples in active learning, these samples could
be either provided in a stream-based setting where we
can repeatedly draw new unlabelled samples i.i.d or in a

EPIG measures the expected reduction in the
uncertainty in a model’s predictions on test points:

H[Y eval | X eval , D train ]
− H[Y eval | X eval , Y acq , xacq , D train ].
Importantly, this objective is equivalent to minimizing
the expected generalization loss under the model’s
predictions:
H[Y eval | X eval , Y acq , xacq , D train ] =
= Epeval (xeval )
Ep(yacq |xacq ,Dtrain )
Ep(yeval |xeval ,yacq ,xacq ,Dtrain ) L(xeval , y eval ),
with
L(xeval , y eval ) := − log p(y eval | xeval , y acq , xacq , D train ),
where we have marginalized over the model parameters
ω ∼ p(ω | y acq , xacq , D train ).
That is, the same samples maximize EPIG and
minimize the expected generalization loss (Roy and
McCallum, 2001).
pool-based setting where we only have a fixed reservoir
of evaluation samples, which we call the evaluation set
D eval . In the pool-based setting, we denote the empirical
distribution of the evaluation set by peval (xeval ), whereas in
the stream-based setting, we have peval (xeval ) := ptest (xeval ).
this allows us to abstract away the exact setting in the
following exposition.
Objective. The overall objective is to minimize the
population risk, also sometimes referred to as the
generalization loss, which we assume here to use the
common cross-entropy loss between the test distribution
and a model’s predictive distribution:
H(ptest (Y test , X test ) k p(Y test | X test )) :=


= Eptest (ytest ,xtest ) − log p(y test | xtest ) .

(3)

We want to construct an acquisition function which is
conducive towards this goal. We will show that EPIG does
just that.
Definition 4.1. The Expected Predictive Information Gain
(EPIG) is the expectation of the expected information gain
for the prediction Y eval over samples xeval ∼ peval (xeval )
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given the predictions Y acq for the candidate sample xacq :
I[Y eval ; Y acq | X eval , xacq , D train ]
= Epeval (xeval ) I[Y

eval

;Y

acq

|x

eval

(4)
acq

,x

,D

train

]

(5)

= Epeval (xeval ) Ep(yeval ,yacq |xeval ,xacq ,Dtrain )
(6)


train
train
p(y eval | xeval , D ) p(y acq | xacq , D )
.
− log
p(y eval , y acq | xeval , xacq , D train )

Expected Reduction of Epistemic Uncertainty
Since BALD is known to measure epistemic
uncertainty (Smith and Gal, 2018), we can take another
look at the two mutual information terms: Combining
above perspectives, we can examine JEPIG once more:
I[Y eval ; Y acq ; Ω | xacq , xeval , D train ] =
= I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , D train ]

We can directly relate this to the objective
we
have
specified
above
as
detailed
in
Expected Reduction in Generalization Loss :
EPIG
aims to reduce the expected generalization loss given the
model’s own predictions.
Evaluation of EPIG. We can evaluate EPIG
using the posterior distribution p(ω | D train ).
That is, for specific xeval , xacq , we use the
joint density p(y eval , y acq | xeval , xacq , D train )
=
Ep(ω|Dtrain ) p(y eval | xeval , ω) p(y acq | xacq , ω)dω
that
we obtain by marginalizing over the model parameters p(ω |
D train ) to obtain p(y eval | xeval D train ) and p(y acq | xacq , D train )
by marginalizing over y eval and y acq , respectively. These
marginalizations are exact because we can enumerate
all y in a classification task. By sampling M model
parameter samples ωi ∼ p(ω | D train ), we obtain a
standard Monte-Carlo estimator using the deterministic
transformations yielded by these marginalizations and
theP
function −p log p using the Monte-Carlo estimate
M
1
eval
| xeval , ωi ) p(y acq | xacq , ωi ) for the joint
i=1 p(y
M
density. Finally, we naively sample evaluation samples
xeval independently and obtain an estimate for EPIG (or in
the case of a finite evaluation set we can iterate over all
samples).
4.2. Joint Expected Predictive Information Gain and
Batch Acquisition
Batch Acquisition. In practice, samples are acquired in
batches to avoid retraining the model for each acquired
sample. We score possible candidate batches xacq of
acquisition batch size B using an acquisition function
train
a({xacq
)) and pick the highest scoring batch:
i }i , p(ω | D
arg max
pool
{xacq
i }i∈{1,...,B} ⊆D

train
a({xacq
)).
i }i , p(ω | D

BALD was introduced as a single-sample acquisition
function of the expected information gain between the
prediction Y acq for an input xacq and the stochastic
parameters Ω: I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , D train ]. This was trivially
extended to batch acquisition by selecting the top-k highest
scorers as a batch (Gal et al., 2017). In Kirsch et al.
(2019), this approach was shown to lead to the selection
of redundant samples, and instead the one-sample case was

5

− I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ]

(7)
6 .

Intuitively, the first term 5 is large when the model
has high epistemic uncertainty about its prediction
at xacq , and learning the true label would thus be
informative for the model parameters, while the second
term 6 captures the epistemic uncertainty about the
model’s prediction at xacq assuming we had obtained
labels for evaluation samples. This second term is
small when x is similar to drawn evaluation samples
and the model can explain it well given the pseudolabels. Thus, the JEPIG score is large when the first
term is large and the second term is small, so learning
xacq is informative for the model and xacq is similar
to evaluation samples. In reverse, the JEPIG score
will be small, when knowing about evaluation samples
makes no difference for the epistemic uncertainty of
the acquisition candidates, which means that they are
unrelated.
canonically extended to the batch acquisition case using
the expected information gain between the joint of the
predictions {Yiacq }i for the batch candidates {xacq
i }i and
the model parameters Ω (BatchBALD):
train
aBatchBALD ({xacq
)) :=
i }i , p(Ω | D
train
= I[{Yiacq }i ; Ω | {xacq
]
i }i , D
acq
train
= I[Y1acq , . . . , Ybacq ; Ω | xacq
].
1 , . . . , xb , D

In practice, samples in a batch are selected greedily in
Kirsch et al. (2019) because this expected information gain
is submodular, and thus greedy selection is 1 − 1e optimal
(Krause and Golovin, 2014).
eval
Notation. Instead of {Yieval }i , {xeval
,
i }i , we will write Y
eval
x and so on to to save space as, canonically, all terms
can be extended to sets by substituting the random variables
for the product spaces. Also note that lower-case variables
like y eval are outcomes and upper-case variables like Y eval
are random variables, with the exception of the datasets
D pool , D train , etc, which are sets of outcomes.

Batch Acquisition using EPIG. While the expectation
in EPIG can evaluated for individual acquisition, the
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batch setting is computationally more complex. Following
Kirsch et al. (2019), for batch acquisition, we need
to maximize I[Y eval ; Y acq | X eval , xacq , D train ]. Unlike the
expected information gain, this term is not submodular.
However, as the global subset problem is not feasible,
we will examine the case of using greedy selection
nonetheless. Computing I[Y eval ; Y acq | X eval , xacq , D train ]
requires estimating a joint density in i + 1 many variables
for each xeval sample for the i-th element in the acquisition
batch: p(y eval , y acq | xeval , xacq ). Overall, for an acquisition
batch of size B, this requires O(|D eval | |D pool |B ) many
joint densities with 2 to B + 1 many variables compared to
O(|D pool |B ) for BatchBALD with 1 to B many variables.
Unfortunately, BatchBALD has already been found to be
computationally intractable for larger acquisition batch sizes
in practice (Kirsch et al., 2019), and here we consider an
additional variable by default, while we also have to evaluate
this term for many different xeval .

xeval ∼ p(y eval |xeval , D train ), independently of the posterior
p(ω | y eval , xeval , D train ). Qualitatively, BALD and JEPIG
will trivially be equal when xacq ⊆ xeval , while in the
case of non-parametric models, this will trivially not be the
case when xacq is not “near” the evaluation set. Intuitively,
JEPIG is different from BALD exactly when BALD fails:
for outlier pool samples which are not similar to the test–
time distribution, in which case JEPIG will tend towards 0
as the two terms cancel out.

Joint Expected Predictive Information Gain. Instead,
we can examine the related objective I[Y eval ; Y acq |
xacq , xeval , D train ], which conditions on multiple evaluation
set samples instead of taking an expectation over these
samples, where xeval ∼ peval (xeval ).

Maximizing
I[Y eval ; Y acq
|
Proposition
4.2.
train
eval
acq
X , x , D ] is equivalent to minimizing
H[Y eval | X eval , Y acq , xacq , D train ] which upper-bounds
1
H[Y eval |xeval , Y acq , xacq , D train ] whose minimization
|D eval |

Furthermore, by extending the mutual information to a triple
mutual information which takes into account the model
parameters we can rewrite this expression as a difference
between two (Batch-)BALD terms, which we denote Joint
Expected Predictive Information Gain (JEPIG):

xeval , xacq , D train ].

Relation of JEPIG to EPIG. In the following, we will
assume that we have a finite amount of evaluation samples
in an evaluation set for simplicity.

is

equivalent

to

maximizing

1
|D eval |

I[Y eval ; Y acq |

Hence, maximizing EPIG also maximizes JEPIG, but not
the other way around, which is exactly the case when JEPIG
performs like BALD.
Evaluation of JEPIG. We could maximize I[Y eval ; Y acq |
xeval , xacq , D train ] via

I[Y eval ; Y acq | xacq , xeval , D train ] =
= I[Y eval ; Y acq ; Ω | xacq , xeval , D train ]

I[Y eval ; Y acq | xeval , xacq , D train ] =

= I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , D train ]

= H[Y acq | xacq , D train ]

− I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ].

− H[Y acq | xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ].

This allows for more efficient evaluation using
approximate Bayesian neural networks as we
detail in §B in the appendix.
As explained in
Expected Reduction of Epistemic Uncertainty , JEPIG
also has an intuitive explanation as expected reduction in
epistemic uncertainty when taking into account evaluation
samples.
Relation of JEPIG to BALD. From eq. (7) from the
intution box for JEPIG, we see that we have
I[Y eval ; Y acq ; Ω | xacq , xeval , D train ]
≤ I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , D train ],

Note that MacKay (1992) analyzed a similar acquisition
function, which he called Joint Information Gain, yet
dismissed it because in the specific context of that work,
using Bayesian linear regression with simple homoscedastic
noise, it is equivalent to BALD.

(8)

that is, JEPIG is upper-bounded by BALD—a twoterm mutual information is always non-negative—and
JEPIG is equivalent to BALD exactly when I[Y acq ; Ω |
xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ] is zero. This is the case when the
distribution of Y acq | xacq is fully predicted by any y eval |

(9)

Note that the second term is expensive to evaluate:
H[Y acq | xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ] =
= Ep(yeval |xeval ,Dtrain ) H[Y acq | xacq , y eval , xeval , D train ].
That is, we need to train a model on D train then sample joint
label predictions y eval for the evaluation set xeval using the
model, and then, for each such sampled joint prediction,
we evaluate the conditional entropy H[Y acq | xacq , Ω0 ] using
new ω 0 ∼ p(ω|y eval , xeval , D train ), which requires additional
training using the labeled training set augmented with the
sampled labels D train ∪ {yieval , xeval
i }i .
In appendix §B, we present a computationally tractable
approximation for this term using ‘self-distillation‘, where
we train a new model on predictions for evaluation samples
from the current model trained on D train . On a high-level,
this yields a model that fulfills the intuitions presented
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in Expected Reduction of Epistemic Uncertainty . We
refer to the appendix for more details.

5. Limitations
While EPIG can only be evaluated efficiently when using
few evaluation samples, JEPIG with self-distillation is an
approximation that is also well motivated and potentially
faster to evaluate in the batch setting. However, it requires
training an additional model. This could be sped up by
using warm-starting (Ash and Adams, 2019). Furthermore,
when the labels are used, that is, we have a validation set
instead of an evaluation set, the model can be trained only
once assuming the validation set is sufficiently large. We
explore this further in Mindermann et al. (2021). At the
same time, two (Batch)BALD terms need to be computed
for JEPIG which can be slow and does not scale well beyond
small acquisition batch sizes. Thus, EPIG and JEPIG
represent a trade-off between the time it takes to compute
the expectation over evaluation samples and training another
model. In the case of individual acquisition, EPIG is
strongly favored. In the case of batch acquisition, JEPIG
might be faster. Kirsch et al. (2021) suggest a simple method
to avoid computing BatchBALD terms, trading off precision
for performance. We do not examine this approach in detail
but only present a first result in the experiment section.
Unlike BALD, EPIG is not submodular, and thus greedy
acquisition is not guaranteed to obtain 1 − 1e optimality for
batch acquisition, even though we have not experienced
any degredation in comparison with BALD/BatchBALD
empirically. Indeed, JEPIG performs on par or better
than BALD in the regular active learning case without
distribution shift, too. At the same time, neither BALD
nor EPIG are adaptive submodular, and statements about
global optimality cannot be made (Golovin and Krause,
2017; Foster, 2022) which has not been an issue in practice.
Moreoever, Ash et al. (2021) recently introduced a new
forward-backward strategy that improved performance for
a non-submodular objective. We hypothesize it might also
further improve performance of EPIG and JEPIG, but we
leave this to future work.
Finally, we present two scenarios where EPIG might not
perform better than BALD: Firstly, if a task’s performance is
dominated by a more general sub-task, there might be many
samples which are not part of the test–time distribution yet
still highly informative for the more general sub-task. For
image data, this can be the case when feature learning is
of particular importance, and convolution kernels can be
learnt from image data, no matter the label or overall task.
In this regime, both BALD and EPIG will perform similarly,
yet will likely outperform random acquisition. Secondly,
if the model’s architecture and its inductive biases have

specifically evolved for a task, there will be a high overlap
between the model parameters and the task’s test–time input
distribution as model architectures which converge faster
are preferred as prior research artifacts. BALD and EPIG
might perform similarly in this case, too.

6. Related Work
The Expected Information Gain was introduced in Bayesian
optimal experiment design by Lindley (1956). While
Expected Information Gain focuses on the formulation
of the mutual information term as a reduction in model
posterior uncertainty given a potential sample, in active
learning, BALD was introduced as an equivalent term
which focuses on the predictive disagreement (Houlsby
et al., 2011). For high-dimensional data, BALD has been
applied to Bayesian deep learning models using MonteCarlo dropout (Gal et al., 2017). BALD was further
extended to BatchBALD to correctly capture redundancies
in the batch acquisition setting (Kirsch et al., 2019).
MacKay (1992) introduces the Total Information Gain and
Mean Marginal Information Gain, which correspond to
the Expected Information Gain and Expected Predictive
Information Gain, respectively, and examines them using
Bayesian linear regression specifically. In this work,
MacKay also examines the Joint Information Gain, which
corresponds to the two term version of JEPIG, and shows
that it is equivalent to BALD when assuming constant
aleatoric noise. Note, however, for deep neural nets,
constant aleatoric noise is not a common assumption, and
indeed the main benefit of using BALD over entropy is that
it performs well when aleatoric uncertainty varies across
samples because it estimates epistemic uncertainty and not
aleatoric uncertainty (Smith and Gal, 2018). Moreover, we
examine the relationship between BALD and JEPIG in detail
and reach a more varied conclusion than MacKay (1992)
by specifically taking into account outliers and distribution
shift.
In a similar vein, Roy and McCallum (2001) introduce
the expected error reduction as acquisition function for
individual acquisition in classification tasks without a
Bayesian formalism. Their method corresponds to a nonBayesian version of MacKay (1992)’s Mean Marginal
Information Gain and EPIG: it essentially computes
the expected reduction in generalization loss, H[Y eval |
X eval , Y acq , xacq , D train ], which we have examined in §4.1
as being equivalent to EPIG. This requires retraining the
model for each possible label of each evaluation sample
which they find to be computationally challenging.
The predictive information as mutual information between
the past and future was introduced by Bialek and Tishby
(1999) and has been used in reinforcement learning to
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Figure 2. EPIG vs JEPIG vs BALD with Bayesian Neural Networks
on MNIST. JEPIG performs better under than MC Dropout than
EPIG.

increase sample efficiency (Lee et al., 2020).
Wang et al. (2021) extend the Mean Marginal Information
Gain for regression following insights from BatchBALD
to the batch setting and evaluate it in a transductive active
learning setting (Yu et al., 2006). They focus on measuring
the quality of posterior predictive correlations. However,
both Yu et al. (2006) and Wang et al. (2021) only examine
the case where pool and test-time input distribution are
identical.
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Figure 3. (Batch)BALD vs (Batch)JEPIG on RepeatedMNIST
(MNISTx2). JEPIG outperforms BALD.

sizes. We use approximate BNNs based on MC dropout
(Gal and Ghahramani, 2016).
Approximate BNNs.
Exact Bayesian inference is
intractable for deep learning, and here we only consider
variational inference for approximate inference using a
variational distribution q(ω). We determine q(ω) by
minimizing the following KL divergence:
DKL (q(ω) k p(ω | D train )) =
= Eq(ω) [−log p(y train | xtrain , ω)]
|
{z
}
log likelihood

Unlike much active learning literature whose experiment
setting implicitly assumes that that pool and test samples are
drawn from the same distribution, EPIG and JEPIG support
the setting in which pool and test distribution do not match.
While BALD ignores the underlying distribution in general,
this is not the case for other diversity-based active learning
methods like BADGE (Ash et al., 2019), for example,
which implicitly use the empirical pool set distribution
to select diverse samples via clustering. In contrast, we
allow that the unlabeled pool samples might follow a
potentially different distribution than the distribution used
for evaluation ppool (x) 6= ptest (x), and examine such
settings as well.
Finally, Kothawade et al. (2021) examine general
submodular acquisition functions in a non-Bayesian active
learning setting. However, they assume access to out-ofdistribution data in the distribution shift setting.
To our knowledge, within Bayesian Deep Active Learning,
using evaluation samples to guide acquisition in the form of
EPIG and JEPIG, respectively, in settings in which the test
distribution and pool distribution are not identical have not
been examined, previously.

7. Empirical Validation
We evaluate the performance of EPIG and JEPIG using
a form of self-distillation described in appendix §B in a
regular active learning setting and under distribution shift.
We also provide an ablation with different evaluation set

+ DKL (q(ω) k p(ω)) + log p(D train ) ≥ 0.
{z
} |
{z
}
|
prior regularization

model evidence

We can use the local reparameterization trick and MonteCarlo (MC) dropout for q(ω) in a deep learning context
(Gal and Ghahramani, 2016).
Setup. We compare EPIG and JEPIG with different
acquisition sizes to BALD, either using the top-k of
individual scores (Gal and Ghahramani, 2016), the batch
version BathBALD (Kirsch et al., 2019)—which is
equivalent to the previous for individual acquisition—or
SoftmaxBALD (Kirsch et al., 2021) for larger acquisition
batch sizes. SoftmaxBALD samples without replacement
from the pool set using the Softmax of the acquisition scores
with temperature 8.
On MNIST and MNISTx2 (RepeatedMNIST), we use a
LeNet-5 model (LeCun et al., 1998), which we train as
described in Kirsch et al. (2019).
For CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009), we use a ResNet18
model (He et al., 2016) which was modified as described
in Kirsch et al. (2019) to add MC dropout to the classifier
head and also follows the described training regime. We
train with an acquisition batch size of 250 and an intial
training set size of 1000. (Kirsch et al., 2021). We use MC
dropout models with 100 dropout samples when computing
the acquisition scores.
Performance in Regular Active Learning. We evaluate
whether ignoring the test–time input distribution has a
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Figure 4. MNIST and FashionMNIST pairings with OoD rejection or exposure. JEPIG performs better than BALD. 5 trials.
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Figure 5. CIFAR-10 and SVHN pairings with OoD rejection or exposure. JEPIG performs better than BALD. 5 trials. Acquisition size 5.
Initial training size 5.

detrimental effect on BALD even when the pool set
distribution matches the test distribution.

abstraction in deep models, which might not be the case for
EPIG.

For this, we compare BALD and JEPIG in fig. 3 on
MNISTx2 and EPIG and JEPIG in fig. 2 on MNIST. In
the regular active learning setup, there is no distribution
shift between the pool set and test set, so we use all of the
unlabeled pool set as evaluation set.

Performance in Active Learning under Distribution
Shift with MNIST and FashionMNIST. We want to
evaluate how BALD and JEPIG behave under distribution
shift, that is when pool set and test distribution do not match.
For this, we add junk out-of-distribution data to the pool
set. In this experiment, the pool set contains MNIST and
FashionMNIST (Xiao et al., 2017) while the test set contains
one or the other. We deal with an acquisition function
attempting to acquire OoD data in two different modes:
OoD rejection rejects OoD data from the batch and does
not acquire it; while OoD exposure acquires OoD data with
uniform targets, similar to outlier exposure methods in OoD
detection (Hendrycks et al., 2018). We use an evaluation set
with 2000 unlabeled samples.

Both in the top-k and the batch variant, EPIG and
JEPIG outperform BALD on MNISTx2 (and also MNIST,
not shown). On CIFAR-10, JEPIG also outperforms
SoftmaxBALD, as depicted in fig. 7.
However, why does JEPIG outperform EPIG? We
hypothesize that this is because EPIG takes an expectation
over the evaluation set using individual points which by
itself might be myopic. It might work well for simple
models, but taking the whole evaluation set into account
and retraining the model might allow for learning better

JEPIG outperforms BALD on in all combinations, see
fig. 4a. In all cases but one, JEPIG acquires fewer junk/OoD
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A. Proofs
Maximizing
I[Y eval ; Y acq
|
Proposition
4.2.
train
eval
acq
X , x , D ] is equivalent to minimizing
H[Y eval | X eval , Y acq , xacq , D train ] which upper-bounds
1
H[Y eval |xeval , Y acq , xacq , D train ] whose minimization
|D eval |
is

equivalent

to

1
|D eval |

maximizing

I[Y eval ; Y acq |

2. I[Y ; Ω | x, Y eval , xeval , D train ] ≤ I[Y ; Ω | x, D train ],
and when x ∈ {xeval
i }i , we expect I[Y ; Ω |
x, Y eval , xeval , D train ]  I[Y ; Ω | x, D train ]. In other
words, the epistemic uncertainty of evaluation samples
xeval ought to decrease when we also train on the
evaluation set (using pseudo-labels y eval ), and we would
like the same for Ω̂:

xeval , xacq , D train ].

I[Y ; Ω̂ | x] ≤ I[Y ; Ω | x, D train ].

Proof. We expand the mutual information to the right:
I[Y eval ; Y acq | X eval , xacq , D train ] =
= H[Y

eval

|X

eval

,D

train

(10)

]

(11)

− H[Y eval | X eval , Y acq , xacq , D

train

].

(12)

The first term is constant given a fixed evaluation set.
The second term is upper-bounded by |D1eval | H[Y eval |
xeval , Y acq , xacq , D train ]:
|D eval | H[Y eval | X eval , Y acq , xacq , D train ]
X
acq
=
H[Yieval | xeval
, xacq , D train ]
i ,Y
i

+ DKL (q(ω) k p(ω)),

which trivially follows from the chain rule and from the
general inequality H[X] ≥ H[X | Y ]. Similarly, we have:
I[Y eval ; Y acq | xeval , xacq , D train ]
= H[Y

− H[Y

|x

eval

eval

,D

eval

|x

train

,Y

(13)

]

acq

(14)
,x

acq

,D

train

Hence, as a tractable approximation Ω̂, we choose to use a
form of self-distillation, where we train a model with D train
and the predictions of the original model p(ω | D train ) on
xeval using a KL-divergence loss, inspired by Hinton et al.
(2015) and Zhang et al. (2019)1 . The loss function this is:
L(xtrain , p(ω), q(ŵ | D train )) =
1 X
DKL (p(Y | xtrain
, D train ) k q(Y | xtrain
))
=
i
i
|D train | i

≥ H[Y eval | xeval , Y acq , xacq , D train ],

eval

Note, that the second property follows from EPIG being
non-negative as a mutual information in two terms and thus
so is JEPIG, which means the difference between the two
BALD terms is non-negativem and the second property is
obtained from that.

],

(15)

and again the first term is constant given the evaluation set.
Altogether, the proposition follows from this.

B. A Practical Approximation of I[Y acq ; Ω |
xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ]
We want to find an approximation Ω̂ with distribution q(ω̂),
such that for all possible acquisition sets, we have:
I[Y acq ; Ω | xacq , Y eval , xeval , D train ] ≈ I[Y acq ; Ω̂ | xacq ].
(16)
We note two properties of this conditional mutual
information and the underlying models p(Ω |
y eval , xeval , D train ) for different y eval ∼ p(y eval | D train ):

with p(Y | xtrain
) = Ep(ω|Dtrain ) p(Y | xtrain
, ω) and q(Y |
i
i
train
train
xi ) = Eq(ω̂) p(Y | xi , ω̂). The resulting model
posterior Ω̂ fulfills both properties described above. This
is similar to self-distillation in that we train a new model
on the predictions of the original model. However, selfdistillation does not use predictions on otherwise unlabelled
data. It is also similar to semi-supervised learning (Lee,
2013; Yarowsky, 1995) in that we use the predictions of the
model on unlabelled data to train a new model. However,
semi-supervised learning only uses the samples for which
the model is most confident via confidence thresholding
and either temperature-scales them for training (soft pseudolabels) or takes the argmax (hard pseudo-labels) whereas
we use the predictions without change for all evaluation
samples.
Advantages of JEPIG. Compared to JEPIG, when
evaluating
I[Y eval ; Y acq | xacq , xeval , D train ]
= H[Y

acq

− H[Y

|x

acq

acq

1. marginalizing p(Ω | y eval , xeval , D ) over all possible
y eval yields the predictions of the original posterior p(Ω |
D train ), so we would like to have

|x

,D

acq

train

(18)

]

eval

(19)
eval

train

,x ,D ]
1 X
≈ Hq∅ [Y acq | xacq ] −
Hqyeval,i [Y acq | xacq ]
M i

train

Eq(ω̂) p(y | x, ω̂) = p(y | x, D train );

(17)

,Y

(20)
1

Essentially using α = 1, λ = 0
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with separate approximate Bayesian models q∅ and qyeval,i
where q∅ (ω) ≈ p(ω | D train ) and qyeval,i (ω) ≈ p(ω |
y eval , xeval , D train ) for y eval,i ∼ p(y eval | xeval , D train ), i ∈
1..M for M draws of pseudo-labels for y eval , we found that:
H(q∅ (Y | x, Ω))6=

1 X
H(qyeval,i (Y | x, Ω)),
M i

which violates the modelling assumption
H[Y | x, Ω, D train ] = H[Y | x, Ω, Y eval , xeval , D train ]
as Y ⊥
⊥ Y eval | x, xeval , Ω. This is even more of an
issue when using a single approximate model with the selfdistillation described in the previous section because the
two properties we wish for will force H[Y | x, Ω̂] 6= H[Y |
x, D train ]. This follows immediately from the expansion
of the mutual information: I[Y ; Ω | x, D train ] = H[Y |
x, D train ] − H[Y | x, Ω, D train ] as the first property will
fix H[Y | x, D train ] and the second will force the H[Y |
x, Ω, D train ] terms apart to achieve the inequality. However,
JEPIG does not need this assumption as it explicitly
estimates the epistemic uncertainty, and thus performs
better when using our approximation with self-distillation.
Moreover, it has its own strong intuitive motivation.

